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GET YOUR FORBIDDEN PLEASURE
NOW... I hate my job at the accountant
firm. My boss uses every chance to
humiliate me and show how much of a
loser I am. Then he employs his little girl,
little blonde spoiled brat teen, to take my
job. I have to do something so I decide to
spy on her computer - and I find out that
shes dirty filthy little girl . She chats with
her boyfriend how shed like to be
impregnated in a very dirty way . However
- since I recorded her little chat I threat her
to send it to my boss and the press - unless
she does the same thing with me!
WARNING: This 5200 word story contain
explicit descriptions of sex. This story also
contains a fetish some readers might not
enjoy. All characters are adult. Reader
discretion is advised. Everybody is 18+
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